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ABSTRACT

This article presents a cloud-based framework that thwarts the DOM-based XSS vulnerabilities caused 
due to the injection of advanced HTML5 attack vectors in the HTML5 web applications. Initially, the 
framework collects the key modules of web application, extracts the suspicious HTML5 strings from 
the latent injection points and performs the clustering on such strings based on their level of similarity. 
Further, it detects the injection of malicious HTML5 code in the script nodes of DOM tree by detecting 
the variation in the HTML5 code embedded in the HTTP response generated. Any variation observed will 
simply indicate the injection of suspicious script code. The prototype of our framework was developed in 
Java and installed in the virtual machines of cloud environment on the Google Chrome extension. The 
experimental evaluation of our framework was performed on the platform of real world HTML5 web 
applications deployed in the cloud platform.
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INTRODUCTION

The tremendous explosion in cloud computing produced numerous security issues related to data security 
of cloud users (Dinh et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2016c. The propagation of XSS worms are considered 
to be topmost threat originated in HTML5 web applications deployed in the framework of cloud infra-
structure. In the contemporary era of cloud computing, cloud security has turned out to be a serious 
issue, as numerous on-demand resources are being offered by utilizing the virtualization technologies 
of cloud services (Modi et al., 2013). Instead of referring the outdated Internet settings for constructing 
an expensive setup, numerous commercial IT organizations are accessing the services of Online Social 
Networking (OSN) sites (such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.) on the cloud platforms. In the 
modern era of Web 2.0 technologies and HTML5-based web applications, OSN is considered to be the 
most popular method for information sharing has drawn most of public attention. However, it is clearly 
known that the cloud settings are installed on the backbone of Internet. Therefore, numerous HTML5 
web application vulnerabilities in the conventional Internet infrastructures also exist in the backgrounds 
of cloud-based environments.

The most prominent attack found on HTML5 web applications is the Cross Site Scripting (XSS) at-
tack [Gupta et al. (2016a), Gupta et al. (2016b), Gupta et al. (2015a), Gupta et al. (2015b), Gupta et al. 
(2014)]. Figure 1 highlights the injection of XSS worm on the OSN web server deployed in the virtual 
machines of cloud platforms. XSS worms have turned out to be a plague for the cloud–based HTML5 
web applications. Such worms steal the sensitive credentials of the active users by injecting the malicious 
HTML5 script code in the form of some posts on such web applications [Gupta et al. (2015c), Duchene 
et al. (2014), Shahriar et al. (2011), Doupe et al. (2013), Chandra et al. (2011), Xiao et al. (2014)]. Input 
sanitization is considered to be the most effective mechanism for alleviating and mitigating the effect of 
XSS worms from the cloud-based HTML5 web applications on the virtual machines of cloud platforms. 

Figure 1. Exploitation of XSS attack on cloud platform
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